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Target no target number 
Today March 28, 2019
Start 9:02 PM

Internet Image Search Target 3
Today March 28-29 2019
Start 9:02 PM

Procedure: place five words into search bar, do not click yet, RV, then click but cover parts of screen 
to only see the first image

Five words: (I think it is great fun to pick the five words!) 
explosion rats cactus footsteps banana

I will return to do this session later, my internet is out. 

12:07 midnight Resume. 

I am feeling something noxious that has a pungent smell, a huge pungent smell that is overbearing 
and would make me run away and about to vomit, the running I would do is with an arched back as 
if I am falling over almost and the footsteps are like a drunk person. I have to look at what is 
happening to me or to this character in this impression, there is concern. OH GOD IT SMELLS PHEW! 
SMELL SMELL! 

Brown colors, brown and yellow, smells really bad, disgusting rotten vile smell. Phew, something 
drives me away from there. Something stinks there, bad smell is rising up from something up into 
the air, the background is black and yellow. 

Aha, it is time to probe what might be smelling. There is something here that is orange color further 
up ahead that is driving me away from this place, I do not want to stay in this place, I have to run 
away or duck for cover. There is a reverberation shaking happening across the air. It stinks like a 
dirty old shoe. Phew, it stinks really bad here, ugh! Brown smelly liquid pungent like shit really. Like 
the smell of sewer. Phew. It is the smell of shit. 

I am afraid of something orange up ahead. 

Calm down, go to the target site: It is all brown all around me, brown with some orange. We are in 
some deep and murky place, I can feel the slime under my feet on the floor here. And something 
washes over me like a blanket like a cover. It is filled with puke and shit here. 

Do I keep going or do I end it here? I will keep going. There are little ears here listening. It could be a 
rat. 

12:16 midnight. End session. Guess: a smelly rat, but this is logic labeling so we have to rely mostly 



on the report text description and drawing. Logic is panicking because I am making such a definitive 
choice, but we still do have my impressions and for those "it is what it is" and there is no use in 
responding one way or the other for the outcome I know that (or rather logic knows that). 

Time for results. 

HAHAHAAA!!!! SMELLY RATS!!! YEEESSSS!!!! And I did properly to cover the other pictures, I will 
take a print screen of the first row of four pictures that I can now see now that I lift this text 
window, so you see that the first picture (target!) is the rats, second is cactus, third is cactuses but 
looks like grasses, fourth is rats in a burrow mom rat with baby rats. Oh well, the first picture 
(target) says it is mice but yeah, I had the smell of mouse poo. 

PS. I could see the delicate ears of the mice (that I assumed during session was rat, because rat is a 
search word), and I could also see the little feet of a mouse, I did not put the feet into the report 
because logic did not let me. 

I notice that with these targets, and with some other targets that I have only lately had, I get such a 
connection with a target that when I am drawing the target almost grabs control of the pen and 
draws for me something I would not have drawn, I think one of the earliest examples is the Noetic 
targets, the clouds spiraling up, and the curl of the man's moustache. Here what I thought I was 
drawing rising stink lines which is how one would draw odors in a cartoon, looks like the many tails 
of the mice, but that could just be afterthought and not valid? 

I give this session an A. Keeping in mind that these are not "fully" blind targets because I know the 
search words, but it gets an A still. 

12:26 midnight End session. 

Image source https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4528658/Melbourne-hit-massive-mouse-
plague.html
Image link https://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2017/05/22/03/40A457A300000578-4528658-image-a-41
_1495418836262.jpg

ELEMENTS

IE. Noxious pungent smell

IE. "Me" or "person" running away like a drunk person (but not drunk) and as if about to vomit, 
there is concern


